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Abstract
This thesis looks to compare the ways in which the internet informs and organizes political
behavior within China and the United States. Both countries are dissimilar in how they define the
domain, purpose, and accessibility of the internet for their citizens. In some respects, when
conceptualizing the internet as a geopolitical landscape (a new “region” in which political
activity operates) similarities can be drawn from how the nation-state and their citizens utilize it
as a tool for realizing political objectives. In both states, internet censorship and narrative
construction is a prevailing conflict between the central government and the broader public.
More specifically, this thesis will be making a comparative analysis between the Hong Kong
pro-democracy protests and the Black Lives Matter protests. Doing this, the intention is to
identify the origins of each movement both online and off, its outcomes in real-world
mobilization, and lastly, any problems that may arise when moving from the virtual to the
physical.
Introduction
“Internet technology has outstripped strategy or doctrine — at least for the time being. In
the new era capabilities exist for which there is as yet no common interpretation — or
even understanding. Few if any limits exist among those wielding them to define either
explicit or tacit restraints. When individuals of ambiguous affiliation are capable of
undertaking actions of increasing ambition and intrusiveness, the very definition of state
authority may turn ambiguous...A laptop can produce global consequences”1
The internet has created what is arguably the most expansive, accessible, and novel frontier for
political engagement. The internet has made it so that free political discourse may exist within
authoritarian regimes (informally), and in the reverse, enables authoritarian control more than
ever. While citizens in repressive states may be able to assemble in online spaces, state
leadership may utilize the online sphere to control the free flow of information to their
advantage. These mechanisms now significantly influence, if not outright determine, political
outcomes.
“No government, even the most totalitarian, has been able to arrest the flow or to resist
the trend to push ever more of its operations into the digital domain”2
The internet operates without a central governing body, and this multi-stakeholder governance
involves a variety of stakeholders, including but not limited to the private sector, civil society,
governments, research actors, international organizations, and others. Each of these groups have
distinct stakes in the future of the internet, but there are also areas of great overlap and
interdependence. Internet governance itself remains an opaque concept but can be understood as
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the development and application of shared rules, norms, principles, and decision-making
procedures that organize its usage.
“Most of the countries outside the liberal democratic world have set aside attempts to shut out
these changes and turned instead to mastering them. Every country, company, and individual are
now being enlisted in the technological revolution as either a subject or an object.”3
As the internet challenges state authority, how to governments develop policy architecture to
control the pathways in which dissent materializes? Additionally, how do actors utilize the
internet to inform political processes both at domestic and international levels? To this end, it is
important to study the private citizen mobilize virtually, and how states respond to these
challenges.
Methodology
The subject Eastern case study is the ongoing conflict between Hong Kong and China. Large
swaths of the protest developed and conducted themselves virtually and manifested physically
into a civil conflict. The literature used to construct a portrait of the situation is that of fellow
Fordham student Stevie Rosignol-Cortez, who had chosen to take a semester in Hong Kong
during the outbreak of the initial demonstrations. 4
In her essay, there is argument made to suggest that the political division of Hong Kong and
Mainland China is not primarily one of politics and economics, but of identity, language, and
culture. Her essay supports the notion of an independent Hong Kong emerging from the previous
British colony, at odds with the ideology and identity of the Chinese state.
“Before 1997, Hong Kong was a British colony. This aspect of its history contributes to a
special cultural identity, one that enjoys a high degree of freedom of expression and
embraces many Western values.”5
Additionally, Stevie organizes a personal analysis of actors within the Hong Kong protests, who
in large part organized their activities virtually. Her essay is supported not just by her first-hand
experience, but by large swaths of students interviewed (and befriended) and photos taken during
the chaos of the protests. 6
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To further investigate, Cortes gave me access to a pro-democracy Hong Konger channel on
Telegram – which as of December 2021 has over 33,000 subscribers. Telegram is a crossplatform instant messaging app that offers end-to-end encryption in order to ensure anonymity.
To clarify: end-to-end encryption is a method of internet communication in which conversation
participants can encrypt (gain access to) the contents of messages through cryptographic means.
Messages in this channel are either in English or Cantonese. Never Mandarin.
There are clear limitations on how information can be distributed from Hong Kong into the
international sphere. The CCP has developed legislative architecture to prevent the proliferation
of pro-democracy material.7 For example, Hong Kongers now may face up to five years in prison
for “desecrating” the Chinese national flag online.8 Efforts to maintain some locus of control
over the conflict narrative has made it so that the matrix in which the suppression of information
conducted is that of global scale. Even American celebrities, such as Lebron James, with
financial and professional ties to the Chinese regime, have become prominent in managing the
international narrative as “CCP apologists”.9
Looking at narrative control as a realist zero-sum game, the dynamics of the Hong Kong-CCP
“information wars” become clear. The objective of the Chinese regime is to limit the prodemocracy narrative and reduce Western sympathy.
The Western case study used in comparison is the ongoing Black Lives Matter protests against
law enforcement and perceived racial discrimination. Critical to the analysis is the distinction
between the grassroots social movement of “Black Lives Matter” and the institution, Black Lives
Matter Global Network, Inc. which corporatized into a tax exempt 501(c)(3) non-profit. As the
movement gained its velocity in both the virtual and physical world, this distinction became
more pertinent as ever. The literature used as evidence for this case is pulled from the published
writings of key figures within the movement, key figures within the corporate BLM entities, and
the activity of activists online.
When researching the build-up of the movement and its evolution into a physical protest, the
fractionalization of identity and ideology within the Black community became clear. When
discussed in most frameworks of political analysis the Black American public is homogenous –
the public discourse reduces the demographic as monolithic in ideology. The abstract goals of
the slogan “Black Lives Matter” is upheld as a unifying belief despite how disparately those
abstract goals are conceived. 10 To claim that all Black people want to defund the police is
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patently inaccurate. While a majority of Black
people support Black Lives Matter (86%)11
the interests of the remaining 14% go
unaccounted for and ignored.
What does this mean for a movement that
purports to represent the interests of all Black
people.
While mainstream media portrays the protests
as unilaterally ideated, motivated, and
orchestrated by the Black American public,
this narrative is not entirely honest. Rather,
more accurately, it is increasingly difficult to
ascertain the shared interests of the Black
community beyond their efforts for the
abstraction of “racial justice”. To some this
“justice” could mean a complete abolishment
of the police to simple defunding – and once it
extends to regional and jurisdictional reform,
it becomes even more fractionalized. What do
Black police officers believe? They make up
12.4% of the American police force –
basically proportionate to the Black
population at large.12

Figure 1 - Data on Demographic Support of BLM
Parker, Kim, et al. “Majorities Across Racial, Ethnic Groups
Express Support for the Black Lives Matter Movement.” Pew
Research Center's Social & Demographic Trends Project,
Pew Research Center, 12 June 2020,
https://www.pewresearch.org/social-trends/2020/06/12/amidprotests-majorities-across-racial-and-ethnic-groups-expresssupport-for-the-black-lives-matter-movement/.

Intersectionality within the movement, while
a benefit to the lobbying activities of the
corporate organization, fails to adequately
address the division between conservative Black Americans, progressive Black Americans, and
every Black American in between. Intersectional goals expand the scope of Black Lives Matter
to become inclusive of movements that may not necessarily align with the personal beliefs of
Black America. As a cause, it is crucial to evaluate the growing dissonance between the
populistic, virtual origins of BLM and the corporatization of the movement into the non-profit
sector.
The interests of this thesis lie predominantly in how these protest narratives are constructed, gain
velocity, and materialize into tangible political activity. It is difficult to organize a clear
comparison between the motives of these disparate protest movements, but this thesis seeks to
contextualize them relative to one another in order to better understand the spatial, logistical, and
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organizational frameworks these movements take place in, given that the digital space is seen as
a new political landscape in geopolitical analysis. Or rather, to better qualify, not just a new
political frontier in which engagement can be conducted, but a tool to be utilized in
contemporary politicking not just by nation-states, but by ordinary people.
Literature Review
Henry Kissinger’s World Order organized the direction of this thesis. The book is a compelling
reflection on geopolitics in the modern age. A prominent aspect of his legacy is his dedicated
scholarship on Chinese politics and statecraft. World Order exemplifies this knowledge with an
apt comparative analysis between Western and Eastern politicking. This thesis takes inspiration
from the chapter, Technology, Equilibrium, and Human Consciousness, that analyzes the
technological change that has happened over the course of the 20th and 21st centuries. Kissinger
analyzes how Internet technology has shaken the foundations of state authority – cyberattacks
have proven themselves to be an urgent concern of all nation-state apparatuses.
“A laptop can produce global consequences. A solitary actor with enough computing
power is able to access the cyber domain to disable and potentially destroy critical
infrastructure from a position of near-complete anonymity.”13
Kissinger describes cyberspace as being “strategically indispensable”14 Looking at the recent
protest movements both in the United States and China the strategic indispensably of the
cyberspace is obvious – in his own words, “[New social and information networks] …will allow
individuals to express views and report injustices that might otherwise go unheeded”.15 This new
form of diplomacy asserts that if a large enough group of actors broadcast their shared goals they
will be able to make real political change. However, Kissinger distinguishes this as a
phenomenon unique to Western states; only in the West is this “new” diplomacy seen as a moral
good. The West is obliged to be supportive of “cyber-diplomacy” (if you will), as it is seen as a
natural extension of democratic ideals, something which Kissinger expresses skepticism over.
Kissinger does not reflect upon “new” diplomacy through an Eastern lens. In states that do not
hold up the principles of democracy as ideals, how is this all seen? This is the gap in World
Order that this thesis seeks to scrutinize: Kissinger well explains the Western attitudes towards
the expansion of democracy into the cyberspace, but hardly touches upon in in more
authoritarian regimes that are common in the East. This is largely attributable to the limits of
Kissinger’s expertise, as his scholarship is entirely oriented by his career as an American public
servant, as well as its publication date; much has changed since 2014. The publication of this
book missed the global wave of populism in 2016 that was largely conducted online, Kissinger
effectively predicted its development.
13
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“Presidential campaigns are on the verge of turning into media contests between master
operators of the Internet. What once had been substantive debates about the content of
governance will reduce candidates to being spokesmen for a marketing effort pursued by
methods whose intrusiveness would have been considered only a generation ago the stuff
of science fiction…. Is the marketing effort designed to convey the candidate’s
convictions, or are the convictions expressed by the candidate the reflections of a “big
data” research effort into individuals’ likely preferences and prejudices? Can democracy
avoid an evolution toward a demagogic outcome based on emotional mass appeal rather
than the reason process the Founding Fathers imagined?”16
Kissinger’s prescriptions for the West have proven themselves to be accurate just years later.
Using the Hong Kong pro-democracy protests as a case study, this thesis seeks to respond to the
gaps left in World Order and analyze the response against digital grassroots movements in the
Eastern world in contrast to protest movements in the West.
Stevie Cortez’ “My
Experience Studying
Abroad During the Hong
Kong Protests.”, written
for Fordham and
published in The
Observer. This essay
offered an “on the
ground” look at the prodemocracy protests and
shed light on the
conditions these
protestors fought under.
It also elucidated why
much of these protests
were conducted digitally
– there are indispensable
strategic reasons as to
why, but the virtual
Figure 2 - Graffiti in Hong Kong
nature of these protests
Stevie. “My Experience Studying Abroad During the Hong Kong Protests.” The
seems largely attributable Cortez,
Observer, 23 Sept. 2020, https://fordhamobserver.com/50853/opinions/my-experienceto the youth that
studying-abroad-during-the-hong-kong-protests/.
spearheaded the
movement. Stevie made clear in her writing that a significant portion of the pro-democracy
movement was driven by college students who are of a generation that define themselves as
segregate from the Chinese regime.
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The piece primarily focuses on the brutality of repression, with Cortez herself being shot with a
tear gas canister by Hong Kong police. It is a riveting account that gives a critical perspective on
authoritarian methods of squashing democratic dissent. The geopolitical significance of the
protests, however, are not covered in detail. This is a limitation of its publication date, as Cortez
had to leave Hong Kong prior to the conclusion of the protests – at the time of its writing (shortly
after Cortez came back to the US), the protests had reached their peak. This thesis hopes to
bridge this gap and account for more recent developments in the protest.
Additionally, Cortez’ article is explicitly sympathetic to the goals of the pro-democracy
movement. As a cause, this thesis seeks to offer narrative balance, by explaining the rationale
behind Chinese anti-democracy.

Case Studies: East and West

The Developmental Dilemma
“Before the cyber age, nations’ capabilities could still be assessed through an amalgam of
manpower, equipment, geography, economics and morale. There was a clear distinction
between periods of peace and war. Hostilities were triggered by defined events and
carried out with strategies for which some intelligible doctrine had been
formulated...Cyberspace has become strategically indispensable...In the end, a framework
for organizing the global cyber environment will be imperative.”17
The political and economic potentiality of internet and related technologies is not lost on
contemporary nation-states. In some respects one can view it as a modern bid for zero-sum
dominance, rather than through the acquisition of land or rent, but based on the ability to control
and utilize the cyberspace and its instruments for the purposes of state development. In order to
remain competitive on an international scale in a changing global landscape, states are
incentivized to progressively advance at a similar rate as their peers. As stated by Kissinger, the
strategic indispensability of the internet has become a critical axiom of modern international
relations. The dilemma in development arises when the comparative advantage of two states
working together outweighs the potential risks mutual development in this sector poses for
national security.
The origins of biotechnology (specifically information technology in relation to biotech) used by
the CCP in order to track its minority Uighur population exemplifies how state policy structures
and ideological orientation materializes in tech development (which in the contemporary period,
broadly involves the internet). Americans — some knowingly, some unwittingly — helped
advance this system. Critical elements to its development trace back to private individual interest
in the United States, and the complexities between business dealings and moral hazards.
American researchers sought to collect genetic data from a breadth of ethnic groups in order to
17
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develop a project funded by Thermo Fisher Scientific, a Massachusetts based corporation.
Unbeknownst to them, the company had sold DNA sequencers to the Xinjiang Public Security
Bureau.18
Despite the tumultuous relations between the US and China, both states have been able to unite
in order to develop mutually beneficial technologies. In this case, while the fundamental interest
in technology remains the same, the implications of that technology differ highly between the
two states because their differing economic and political interests. The speed of development, as
well as the general souring of diplomatic relationships as mutual interests are pursued harken
back to the Cold War era of international relations. The primary conflict of the world order now
is one of information.
Furthermore, this mutual pursuit of genetic sciences has developed into a (now) significant
international political controversy; the diplomatic relations between the two respective countries
has soured since the start of this project. While the United States holds distinct private, corporate
interest in pursuing this, the Chinese state holds more administrative interests, effectively using
the technology to expand their surveillance state.
The interests of the United States are privately held, in opposition to the public interest China
had in similar technologies. The economic and political structures that comprise each state
respectively also broadly determined how each state participated in the development and
application of such technology. For example, liberal political and economic structures within the
United States prevent this sort of data from being expropriated by the federal and state
governments. In fact, policies that ensure the separation of private internet governance from
federal governance are pursued openly by the general public in day-to-day democratic processes.
In contrast to this, the central authority of the Chinese state can exert more control over domestic
internet activity and governance.
In this way, the dilemma proposed by mutual technological development is immutable. The
contributions made by the United States benefit domestic interests at the expense of international
interests. The actions taken when confronted with this dilemma are largely informed by state
ideology and the framework in which the administration exerts authority over the public. These
decisions and moral hazards pose incredible consequence on citizens of each respective state, but
in some respects well define the ideological structures that organize the sociological norms of
regional network governance.
In more recent years, China has made it difficult for foreign technology firms to compete against
domestic firms. U.S. news media outlets are blocked, as well as internet services firms such as
Google. New cyber security regulations implemented in 2015 forced foreign tech firms to submit
to rigorous inspection, involving the divulgement of source codes and the adoption of Chinese
algorithms.19
18
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Hong Kong: Fractured Identities
Ceded to Britain by China in 1842 after their defeat in the First Opium War, Hong Kong as an
autonomous region from China has been significantly removed from its encompassing formal
Chinese state. Hong Kongers have been privileged to much higher levels of individualism and
liberty than that of their counterparts due to influence from a society that better supports
individual liberties.
In 1984 the Sino-British
Joint Declaration was
signed ensuring Hong
Kong’s political and social
autonomy through a 50
year, “one country two
systems” policy. Even after
regaining control of its
leased lands in 1997,
China was not able to take
full administrative control
over the region. While
Hong Kong elections are
broadly controlled by the
Chinese government, Hong
Kongers are still ensured
democratic freedoms
Figure 3 - Strength of "Chinese citizen" identity (per poll, by age group
through their legal system
“HKU POP Releases Its Hong Kong People’s Ethnic Identity and HKSAR Anniversary Survey for the
and constitution like
legislative foundations, as Last Time.” 香港大學民意研究計劃 Public Opinion Programme, the University of Hong Kong, The
University of Hong Kong, 27 June 2019, https://www.hkupop.hku.hk/english/. )
well as privileged to rights
such as that of free speech and assembly. Residents of Hong Kong as a consequence identify as
Hong Kongers, distinct from the Chinese.
Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate how Hong Kongers’ have identified themselves over time. It can be
seen that while it always ebbed and flowed, the trend has significantly been away from their
Chinese counterparts. Most significant to this figure is the sharp decline in the under 30

demographics
identifying as Chinese,
as this highlights the
extreme generational
shift in identity and
ideology.20
Residents of Hong Kong
have gathered in protests
off and on since being
“returned” by the United
Kingdom to fight off
encroaching mainland
influence. Despite being
frequently seen as a
booming capitalist
counterpart to mainland
China, Hong Kong’s
actual economic value is
Figure 4 - Identity Indices of Hong Kong People
not what it once was.
Hong Kong’s
HKU POP Releases Its Hong Kong People’s Ethnic Identity and HKSAR Anniversary Survey for the
Last Time.” 香港大學民意研究計劃 Public Opinion Programme, the University of Hong Kong, The
contribution to China’s
University of Hong Kong, 27 June 2019, https://www.hkupop.hku.hk/english/.
GDP dropped from 16
percent to 3 percent
between 1997 and 2016, as well as its total exports from 24 to 12 percent. 21
Despite these metrics, Hong Kong’s value to China endures due to its nature as an intermediary
between Chinese business interests and that of the international community. Its capital markets
and stable rule of law creates an appealing environment for foreign investors. In fact, Hong Kong
accounts for 72 percent of China’s total foreign direct investment in 2018.22
Additionally, Hong Kong has been critical to financing large infrastructure projects across
Africa, Central Asia, and Southwest Asia. It serves as a strong reserve of capital for these
infrastructure projects through its equity and debt markets.23 For now, the economic security it
20
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offers mainland
China makes it a
fixture in the
CCP’s political
priorities. Recent
years have seen the
divide grow, as
every year on the
anniversary of the
handoff between
Britain and China,
Hong Kongers
protest their
dissatisfaction with
the government
(July 1st).
Figure 5 - Data on Protestor Turnout

Figure 5 illustrates
Chow, Edwin. (2018). A crowdsourcing–geocomputational framework of mobile crowd simulation and
the increasing
estimation. Cartography and Geographic Information Science. 46. 1-19. 10.1080/15230406.2018.1524314.
number of
participants in this annual demonstration. Attendance has spiked with each instance of Chinese
imposition. The latest protests have its roots in an extradition bill spurred by a murder committed
in Taiwan.
Amber Poon Hiu-wing was killed in Taipei on February 17th, 2018. The 20-year-old Hong
Konger was on vacation with her boyfriend Chan Tong-kai. After fleeing from Taipei to Hong
Kong, Chan admitted to authorities that he was guilty of her murder.
However, as the murder occurred in Taiwan, where Hong Kong authorities held no jurisdiction,
Chan could not be charged with the murder. He was only sentenced on money laundering
charges related to the crime. The lack of an extradition treaty between Hong Kong and Taiwan
ensured that Chan could not be extradited and tried for the murder in Taiwan either.
In February of 2019, this case was cited by the Hong Kong government as a reason to amend the
ordinances regarding extradition. While this would allow Chan to be extradited to Taiwan, this
would also entail the inclusion of mainland China in the extradition amendment. Pro-democracy
advocates became concerned that this change would dismantle the independence garnered by the
“one country, two systems” principle. This was alarming to Hong Kongers, given mainland
China’s poor track record on protecting individual rights and history of suppressing political
dissent. The potentiality of the extradition amendment to weaken the sovereignty of Hong Kong
case served as the catalyst for the ongoing protests today.
Hong Kong’s Pro-Democracy Movement

In the case of Hong
Kong, China has
strong economic and
political interests in
maintaining control
over the autonomous
region. As a coastal
city, the idea of a
democratic
stronghold, with
direct Western
influence, poses a
geopolitical threat to
the mainland’s
organizing ideology.
This control is
particularly
threatened by the
freedoms privileged
to the administrative
zone — access to
media and
information over the Figure 6 - Geography of South China Administrative Region
internet unlike that
China Administrative.” MapSof.net, MapSof.net,
of mainland China, a “South Eastern
https://www.mapsof.net/china/south-eastern-china-administrative.
critical element of its
“one country, two systems” policy.
Protests that develop within civil society have, in the contemporary era, become increasingly
reliant on the political and economic freedoms found within the internet sphere. Political
dissidents utilize internet technology and its accompanying sociological phenomenon in order to
interact with the state at a level that is at times, wholly advantageous to members of civil society
in comparison to that of the state. In the internet realm, the State and the movement function with
equal leverage, and that is ever apparent in how interactions between the public and the state are
conducted online.
An important component of internet architecture is its bottom-up governance structure. This
element is critical to the ability of the Chinese government to control the Chinese public’s
participation in internet governance; the governmental structures of the CCP limit the ability of
individual actors within civil society to participate in domestic network governance. This bottom
level censorship and authoritative control creates a bottleneck for information spread outside of
the borders of China. This is dissimilar to what is seen in the Western liberalized world, in which
information is readily exchanged between actors online. The sovereignty of the internet is
implicit within the ideological underpinnings of the United States and, for example, is debatably
encompassed by the first amendment of the Constitution. To some extent, the public more
fervently advocates for these protections than that of the Chinese, and this is likely due to the

difference in the executive and legislative domain of the central government. As an enforcer, the
CCP is better apt than the American government is to suppress the disbursement of information
on the net — in some respects the nationalization of corporate internet entities in China also
serves to further this.
The Chinese state maintains one the world’s most restrictive
media environments, both traditional and new, to avoid
potential subversion of its authority. Monitoring systems,
firewalls, jailing political dissidents and opponents, strict
website and publication censorship; the Communist Party
controls the information disseminated in its regional
networks. Nationalized (or state-funded) development has
enabled the state to harness its tech sector for all its
economic might, however, the increasing market demands
internationally has become a test for the regime’s locus of
control.

Figure 7 - Screen capture of Hong Kong
Protestor Telegram. Fall 2020

While the Chinese constitution affords its public the right to
free speech and press, the actual domain of these rights
remains opaque. The vague definition of state secrets or
harmful information facilitates the censorship of information
at the will of whatever authority figure remains in control.
Western new media sources such as Facebook, Twitter, and
Google services are often made inaccessible to the public in
times of perceived infraction or dissidence by the authorities.

More than a dozen government bodies enforce censorship
mechanisms, the most powerful of which being the Communist Party’s Central Propaganda
Department (CPD), to ensure the promotion of the party doctrine. The myriad of ways they
orchestrate this massive censorship and surveillance state include the Golden Shield project, or
the Great Firewall, which employs tactics such as bandwidth throttling, keyword filtering, and
blocking website access.
Foreign correspondents must receive permission in order to work within the country, and this is
often used as an administrative roadblock for the spread of information regarding corruption,
financial and economic developments, as well as unsightly domestic political issues. Particularly
under Xi, the access foreign correspondents have to the state and its ongoings have diminished.
For example, in February 2017, thirty-eight journalists were imprisoned according to U.S. based
watchdog group, Committee to Protect Journalists.24
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According to CFR Senior Fellow Adam Segal, this seems to reflect an ongoing ideological
driven effort to control cyberspace at all levels, and in fact this seems to be particularly oriented
around reducing Western influence.25
Despite Chinese censorship and surveillance, the Hong
Kong public has managed to circumvent authoritative
controls in order to conduct a long series of protests.
While those in mainland China use Weibo to
communicate in a fashion like Twitter, their ability to
communicate candidly is restricted by censorship. In
Hong Kong, Weibo is rarely used, with a domestic site,
LIHKG taking precedence. This site is not censored and
remains politically charged.26 This and the anonymous
mass-group messaging app Telegram (figures 7 and 8) is
used to communicate protest information in a way that is
elusive to the CCP’s watchful eye. However, while social
media may be critical to organizing protests, it is also
increasingly being used as a means of presenting a
narrative of the conflict designed by the state.
Anti-Hong Kong sentiment is growing amongst people on
the mainland. Despite being fellow Chinese, they feel that
the Hong Kongers “look down upon them”. To many of
those from the mainland, Hong Kongers is arrogant,
entitled, and their protests for independence are an affront
Figure 8 - Screen capture from a Telegram Chat.
to the larger state that aids them. One could understand
Fall 2020
this perspective as Hong Kongers “biting the hand that
feeds them.” By the time of the handover in 1997, Hong
Kong’s GDP was equivalent to 18% of China’s, which added to the image of Hong Kong being
superior.27 Wealthy and independent against the collective ideology that held the mainland
Chinese population together, they are perceived as (figurative) spoiled brats, whose further
rejection is seen as a direct transgression against the continued liberties allotted to them by the
CCP – unique in contrast the vast majority of the mainland.28
The support shown by Hong Kong to the United States has also been a source of offence to the
mainland public. Waving American flags whilst the United States is waging a trade, technology,
and information war against China, the state that they should be most connected to.
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While younger Hong Kongers have begun to reject the Chinese, the younger generations of
Chinese have begun to reject Hong Kong; “if they dislike it so much, then they should just
leave”. Most importantly to this narrative, is that Hong Kong’s actual contribution to the GDP
has insignificant relative to the potentiality of Shanghai and Shenzhen’s current development.
Why should the government support an administrative region that no longer contribute to the
economy? To many, its role as an entry point for capital is not worth the headache.
Chinese propaganda is rampant on new media sites. Videos are spread suggesting that US
insurgents were stirring discord in Hong Kong, encouraging the protests in order to further harm
the Chinese economy. “Who’s Behind Hong Kong Protests?” is a video with 570,000+ views
that suggests this, and is the product of China’s state broadcaster, China Global Television
Network.29
Chinese state media
outlets have also paid to
have ads circulated on
Facebook and Twitter in
order to encourage this
image of Hong Kong.
These paid
advertisements push the
narrative of protestors
being the violent
instigators, and that the
silent majority does not
support any sort of prodemocracy movement.
Reporters for BuzzFeed
News found early 50
different promoted
Figure 9 - Promoted content from Twitter by China Daily
tweets from Twitter
accounts of Chinese
Twitter, China Daily, 18 Aug. 2019,
https://twitter.com/ChinaDaily/status/1163042859932631040?s=20.
Communist Party run
press organizations.30
China’s rhetoric against the protestors hinges on managing the flow of information to mainland
Chinese residents, increasing accusations of foreign collaborators, and broadly projecting an
image of the protestors as being entitled, ungrateful to the party, and violent. Much of this is
proliferated through Twitter.
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A significant element of this
rhetoric is reducing the
individualism of Hong Kong —
Hong Kongers is characterized
as citizens of the Chinese state,
and its political dissidents as
those who are resisting
acculturation at the expense of
their fellow citizens. However,
knowing the demographics of
self-identity in Hong Kong, this
is simply untrue.
A Background on the African
American Diaspora

Figure 10 - Screenshot from Twitter

The African American diaspora Twitter, China Xinhua News, 18 Aug. 2019,
https://twitter.com/xhnews/status/1163021985862914048?lang=en.
has not been able to construct a
historical narrative for their community that is divorced from their historic subjugation. The
institutions of racial division are arguably ingrained within their fiber of daily life. American
society both Black and White have been enormously affected by the institutions of slavery and
racial division, and the structural issues that are symptomatic of its legacy.
Reflecting on the history of the African American diaspora, it is difficult to fully describe the
depth of inequality and violence that plagues the community. Even after the abolishment of
slavery, the formal structures that would have otherwise restricted the freedoms of emancipated
slaves would evolve into informal ones woven into the fabric of American society and culture.
The abolishment of Jim Crow only ended segregation at a legislative level, but not at a tangible
demographic level. Barriers to economic enfranchisement existed as not only white supremacism
or visceral racial hatred, but also through gaps in education and opportunity by way of
generational poverty. The state constructed inability to accrue and retain personal wealth created
an unfortunate cycle of poverty which limited the social mobility of new Black families for
generations. Disadvantages brought on by life circumstance work together collectively in a
circular process – descendants of slaves find themselves trapped in an inescapable cycle of
poverty.
The First Slaves landed on American shores in the early 17th century, as indentured servants
along with other whites. Gradually however, their rights were removed. In 1640, the Virginia
courts formally sentenced the first black indentured servants to what would later be defined as
slavery, cases in which black indentured servants attempted to leave before they were able to
repay their loaned capital in labor. The judgement effectively permitted the ownership of black

indentured servants who broke these labor contracts, along with corporal punishment in
penance.3132
In 1655, John Casor became the first legal American Slave — ownership was claimed by another
African indentured servant. Seeing as African legal disputes did not fall under the purview of
English Common Law, this was enabled uncontested.33 By 1705, all servants brought into the
country who were not baptized as Christians in their native country were to be legally accounted
as slaves. This, to emphasize, was a gradual legislative process in the Virginian courts. Given
the demographics of immigration at the time, broadly this rule ended up affecting the liberties of
Africans and other non-white settlers from non-Christian nations.
The emancipation of slaves in the North was also a similarly gradual process, beginning in the
then territory of Vermont in 1777, and diffusing eventually to Pennsylvania and New York
through the Northwest Ordinance, and ending with the congressional banning of the importation
of slaves in 1808.34 The Emancipation Proclamation ostensibly freed all slaves in the
Confederacy in 1863, but the recalcitrant Southerners refused. To further clarify this, the
Proclamation did not abolish slavery in the Union, though most of them were held below the
Mason-Dixie Line.35 By 1865, the Thirteenth Amendment abolished it entirely, yet still
plantation owners conspired to render the amendment ineffectual by legislating a series of
‘Black Codes’ and ‘Jim Crow’ laws that took advantage of recently enfranchised and
economically disadvantaged African Americans. This broadly could be attributed as reactionary
policy against the economic destabilization faced by the agricultural sector.
Reconstruction period politics arguably revolved around who got to be an American citizen.
Recently freed slaves had their rights to vote, bear arms, acquire property, and other
constitutional freedoms revoked in lieu of Southern political predominance and the enforcement
of racial segregation. The Fourteenth Amendment was the longest of Reconstruction
amendments, but in short defines citizens’ rights including the natural right to citizenship
possessed by enfranchised African Americans. The succeeding Fifteenth granted African
American men the right to vote.
This right was not fully realized until the Voting Rights Act was passed in 1965. American
political processes tend to function in a broader historical dialectic, in which the precedent is
built upon in order to reach a new social order. This heuristic of anchoring and adjustment in
which an ethical or political starting point (or anchor) is established, and subsequently adjusts
until an accepted value is reached, ebbs and flows with time. The quid pro quo nature of these
processes compelled Black Americans to assert themselves legally. Early examples include Jones
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v. Alfred H. Mayer Co.36 that held that Congress could regulate the sale of private property to
prevent racial discrimination or Loving v. Virginia37 which asserted that anti-miscegenation laws
were made unconstitutional by the preceding Fourteenth Amendment.
With the litigative power of African Americans increasing significantly in the mid-20th century,
the explicit racism of slavery or segregation found itself overtaken by the less explicit
institutional racism. Racism in the United States against African Americans has existed since the
colonial era, and this is reflected in the socioeconomic inequality that persists. This institutional
racism can be distinguished by systemic policies, practices, traditions and economic and political
structures that disfavor minority racial groups. Simple examples of this would be the under or
misrepresentation of racial minorities in mass media, or race-based barriers to housing and
lending.
The Web Development of Protest: America and Police Brutality
Trayvon Martin, a 17-year-old
African American student was
fatally shot by George
Zimmerman, a member of his local
neighborhood watch committee.38
In sensationalized public trial that
gripped the national attention,
Zimmerman was acquitted -- the
incident being deemed justified as
self-defence.
What ensued was an online outcry
from the progressive left of the
country that rallied against the
Figure 11 - Demonstrators pray during the Million hoodie March in Union
shooting of an unarmed black child Sq. (NYC) on March 21, 2012
and the institutions that acquitted
Gray, Madison. “Social Media: The Muscle behind the Trayvon Martin
his killer. Petition after petition
Movement.” Time, Time, 26 Mar. 2012,
was written, on internet assembly
https://newsfeed.time.com/2012/03/26/social-media-the-muscle-behind-thetrayvon-martin-movement/.
sites such as MoveOn.org and
SignOn.org. Social media served as a primary medium for assembly and public protest. The
national outrage was viscerally felt by many in the Black community who saw their own children
in Trayvon Martin, and who felt threatened by America’s legacy of racism and police brutality.
The legal acquittal of vigilante justice to Black America felt like another, and particularly
egregious, example of racial biases in law enforcement.
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Racially motivated police brutality has its roots in slave patrols, organized vigilantes that
enforced the retention and discipline African American slaves.39 This would later develop into
more formally constructed patrols, and in the Reconstruction period, these group integrated into
white supremacist groups such as the Ku Klux Klan. By the development of early police
departments in the latter half of the 19th century, their defining characteristic became notorious
brutality. Many would carry clubs and revolvers, under the premise that the violence occurring in
the United States warranted this.4041
The early relationship between the police and political figures was reciprocal in nature, with
policing being heavily entrenched in local politics.42 Police would solidify a constituency on
behalf of a politician in exchange for continued employment and beneficial policy making. This
relationship was so inter-dependent that entire police departments were changed with new
electoral cycles.
Virtually no standards for hiring or training were established these decisions were left up to the
prevailing local government. With minimal regard for legal procedure, corruption and
misconduct proliferated and worsened through the rest of the 20th century.43
Concurrently, the African American diaspora (and connected American racial dynamics)
developed. Landmark judicial agreements made during the historical push for racial equity had
ample influence over the reformation and professionalization of the police industry. For example,
Brown v. Mississippi helped maintain the legal obligation to respect the due process clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment. “…conviction of murder, which rest solely upon confessions…extorted
by officers of the State…are void under the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.”44
However what changes came with public pushback against what could conservatively described
as “excess police purview” was met also with reactionary organizational activity by law
enforcement. Collective bargaining tactics and thorough bureaucratic restructuring helped form
unions, the creation of which began the process of insulating the culture of police departments
from public life.
This disconnection from public realities made it so that the institutions of American law
enforcement were under equipped to deal with the socio-cultural upheaval brought about by the
civil rights movement of the mid-20th century. Police brutality was targeted by leaders of the
Civil Rights Movement era as being an urgent issue to the struggle for racial justice, with media
coverage of brutality during the Selma to Montgomery marches of 1965 sparking national
outrage. Furthermore, this period was marked by other instances of extreme police violence
39
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against civilians such as the 1964 riots in Harlem and Philadelphia, the 1965 Watts riots and the
1967 Detroit riots: disputes between the Black Panther Party lead to the deaths of not just Black
radicals but also White officers, only furthering the close relationship between police violence
and accusation of racism. This sentiment of discrimination would develop on both ends, as many
white officers would perceive a strong anti-white rhetoric from Black radical groups.45
The arrest and beating of Rodney King on March 3rd,
1991, by the Los Angeles Police Department created a
particularly volatile relationship between law
enforcement and the broader civilian public, with
setting a unique precedent of civilian oversight on
policing. King’s public beating by police was
captured on camera by a civilian, George Holliday,
and the subsequent trial and acquittal of responsible
officers served as a catalyst for 1992 Los Angeles
Riots.46 The excessive use of force in King’s DUI
arrest was considered too egregious of a transgression
for many in the LA community, and the resulting
discontent ended with 54+ deaths, 7,000+ arrests, and
hundreds of millions in property destroyed.47
The recording of Rodney King’s beating marked a
significant shift in how policing was ideated by the
public. Whereas previously, excessive police force
was something only immediately felt by the
communities marginalized by it, now it had become
something that could be experienced at home.

Figure 12 - News article detailing the Rodney
King riot outbreak
Lalaleelalala. “For the Love of a

City.” ExplOratory (.) Me, 29 Apr. 2017,
Of the several ongoing crises of 2020, the ongoing
http://exploratory.me/for-the-love-of-a-city/.
George Floyd protests has been one of significance.
On May 25th, 2020, George Floyd was killed in
Minneapolis, Minnesota during an arrest for counterfeiting money. During his arrest procedure,
white police officer, Derek Chauvin, knelt on Floyd’s neck for nine and a half minutes, killing
him. Two officers, J. Alexander Kueng and Thomas Lane assisted in his restraint, while a third,
Tou Thao, prevented bystander intervention.48
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Videos of the incident
soon became public,
the citizens that
organized on behalf
of Trayvon Martin
began to mobilize.
Black Lives Matter,
the political
movement born in
2013, quickly became
the prevailing
construct to represent
the anti-police
brutality movement.
Figure 13 - Derek Chauvin kneeling on George Floyd

Local protests began
in the MinneapolisMcBride, Jessica. “Derek Chauvin: 5 Fast Facts You Need to Know.” Heavy.com, 20 Apr.
2021, https://heavy.com/news/2020/05/derek-chauvin/.
Saint Paul
metropolitan area of
Minnesota before diffusing outward; polls estimate that between 15 million and 26 million
protestors participated in demonstrations. These protests are now the largest in U.S. history.49
Social media was extensively used to document to protests, spread information, as well as
promote donation sites. Major platforms used include Instagram and Twitter. Unlike protestors in
Hong Kong, anonymity was seemingly less of a concern. The security provided by end-to-end
encryption, or virtual private networks sought after in applications is not a priority for a vast
majority of activists online, which is why these mainstream applications are generally used.
Broadly this is explained by the nature of internet censorship in the United States, as well as the
existence of constitutional rights that ensure the right to criticize the state. With regards to legal
restrictions, the organization of the internet is less oriented around the policymaking of the state
and more on the interests of the private sector. So long as users abide by the rules of the private
platforms themselves, their discourse is fair game.
Black Lives Matter: Narrative Confusions
“We disrupt the Western-prescribed nuclear family structure requirement by supporting
each other as extended families and “villages” that collectively care for one another,
especially our children, to the degree that mothers, parents, and children are
comfortable.” 50
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Black Lives Matter (BLM) is a decentralized organization dedicated to advocacy and activism on
behalf of the larger African American community. BLM is most accurately defined as being a
decentralized socio-political organization that encourages civil disobedience in instances of
perceived bigotry and brutality in policing.
While initially developed in response to the 2013
murder of Trayvon Martin, the organization purports
to represent all victims of police brutality, whether
they are African American or not. However, the
movement gained significant international attention
and real-world momentum after the 2020 police
killing of George Floyd, and its ensuing protests. It is
critical now to distinguish the non-profit organization
from the decentralized entity of protest.
The slogan “Black Lives Matter” is not owned by any
individual party, and the movement itself comprises a
large array of people, but it is utilized by and
associated with many organizations that take on its
mantle. The 503(c)(3) non-profit Black Lives Matter
Global Foundation, Incorporated is its primary
organizational outgrowth, which operates the
BlackLivesMatter.com. While activists Opal Tometi,
Patrisse Cullors, and Alicia Garza are frequently cited
as being the originators of the Twitter hashtag,
Figure 14 - Screen Capture of Tokyo's Chapter of
#BlackLivesMatter, that kickstarted the movement,
BLM on Instagram. BLM was able to generate
they also hold directorial positions within the
strong international support
outgrowth group. This is a fiscally sponsored project
of Thousand Currents, a 501(c)(3). This sponsorship enables organizations that lack IRS taxexempt status to operate as a “project” of an organization that does, in this case, allowing for taxdeductible donations.51
The organizational structure of the Black Lives Matter groups is a point of confusion, as many
would not first think to identify a decentralized internet-based activism movement with a taxexempt non-profit. The distinction between movement and corporate entity is further exacerbated
by other non-affiliated entities such as Black Lives Matter Foundation, a non-profit based in
Santa Clarita, California or the Black Lives Matter PAC, which operates separately and was only
recently established.52 The corporations that operate under the mantle of “Black Lives Matter”
have multiplied since 2013 and accelerated in that multiplication since 2016.
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The misunderstanding of the organizational structure of the
movement makes the actual intentions and actions of the
“Black Lives Matter” movements opaque. Additionally, the
growing popularity of the movement, has consequently
generated social value to supporting it, encouraging its spread,
particularly in left wing communities that champion antiracism as a progressive ideal.
This support is publicly displayed in monetary support to
Black Lives Matter 503(c)(3), and as a fiscally sponsored
project of Thousand Currents 501(c)(3), money donated is not
directed by them. While donations go to Black Lives Matter
503(c)(3), under IRS requirements, the money is first given to
the sponsor, who then directs the funding to Black Lives
Matter in the form of grants. For example, fundraising partner
ActBlue manages the donations given on the Black Lives
Matter site, which is then given to Thousand Currents to be
dispensed to the Black Lives Matter organization.
The phrase “Black Lives Matter” can mean anything from a
twitter hashtag, a non-profit, a social movement, but broadly it
is a loose confederation of actors and groups. The
centralization of monetary support ends up incongruent with
the public understanding of the organization as a decentralized
movement, with many not knowing where to donate to. Many
end up donating to the wrong organization – the money donated
not directly going to “Black lives” but corporate bureaucrats
(and independent actors) with political agendas that may not
align with the ordinary public. 53

Figure 15 - Links to Black Lives Matter
resources such as radical academic texts,
bail funds, mental health resources, etc.
made available by a Black-focused meme
page called "Patia's Fantasy World" that
gained popularity over the pandemic

This issue of centralization versus decentralization in the
financial and organizational structure of the movement, creates
a discursive hypocrisy in the tangible goals of the movement.
Many of the organization’s members are individuals who do not
centralize the daily realities of black people in America as their
basis for action. This is evident in the gradual decline of support
for the movement, as individuals, both Black and non-Black, are
alienated by the more radical aspects of the primary non-profit Figure 16 -Screen Capture of an Instagram
representing BLM. Much of this comes from controversy over Linktr.ee which became a popular method
of sharing resources related to BLM.
However, the veracity of the information is
not regulated by any central entity beyond
the creator of the Linktr.ee page
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the nature of the protests in the summer of 2020. .54 While the sentiment toward broad notions of
racial justice and police reform remains strong, the decentralized idea of “BLM” has lent itself to
fractionalization
Figure 17 displays the original
“What We Believe” page from
the Black Lives Matter 503(c)(3)
website.55 This site and its
manifesto is long gone, replaced
with one composed of less radical
language. The strong Marxist
angle of the organization was
‘given up’; with mainstream
breakthrough, and more public
scrutiny, the organization would
ideologically adjust to
accommodate the broad ideology
of their membership base. Not all
Black Americans are radical
Marxists.
An issue widely understood in the
Black community as one of
visceral fear in the face of statesanctioned violence against Black
people is consumed and
Figure 17 - Internet Archive (Wayback Machine) of the Black Lives Matter
regurgitated to the American
Website on 8.29.20 (No longer accessible outside of archives.)
people through a complicit
progressive media as one that
“What We Believe.” Black Lives Matter, 7 Sept. 2019,
https://web.archive.org/web/20200829013157/https://blacklivesmatter.com/whatimpacts everyone – thus
we-believe/.
necessitating a broad progressive
coalition to combat the comparatively rightward tilt of the status quo.56
Opal Tometti, Patrice Cullors, and Alicia Garza openly identify the creation of their organization
as pro-LGBTQ+, which may not necessarily represent the interests of broader public that seeks
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“racial justice” in a broad sense.57 Intersectionality lends itself to theoretical attachment to the
Black community – one where the interests of the minority of the community become
exaggerated as a widely shared interest.
The narrative confusion of the BLM movement originates from progressive activists who –
likely unwittingly – capitalize on the broad political goals of the Black community in order to
advance the deployment of their own ideological convictions. As a tool for progressive change
dedicated to theoretical attachment to the Black community rather than real; when political
movements become popularized and subsumed by the corporate sector are they truly able to
represent the interests of its people? Take the Ben & Jerrys’ racial justice-oriented ice cream
flavor: are the consumers of this product actively aware of what the proceeds of their purchase
go to? Are they aware that the proceeds go to a non-BLM charity group (still oriented around
“racial justice”)?
Where the money goes, the
public legitimacy goes, as the
money collected on behalf of
Black people is laundered to
associated progressive
causes, activists, and firms it
only reinforces the continued
legitimacy of the academic
and/or corporate supported
narrative over one
representation of the ordinary
Black community. This loop Figure 18 - Colin Kaepernick sponsored Ice Cream branding from Ben and Jerry's. Made
with the intent to support the politics of “racial justice”. Proceeds go to KYRC, a group that
of reinforcement creates a
runs social justice oriented camps for Black and Brown people
cottage industry for activists
and public academics that is “Change the Whirled: How Ben & Jerry's and Colin Kaepernick Created a Flavor.” Ben &
Ben & Jerry's Homemade, Inc. , https://www.benjerry.com/whats-new/2020/12/bencentered on support for Black Jerry's,
jerrys-and-colin-kaepernick.
people that may not reflect
the real beliefs held by the non-academic public. Instead, it materially supports ‘disadvantaged’
groups wholly devoid of any specific connection to the Black community. It should not be lost
on anyone that, for example, LGBTQ+ rights are mentioned so many times on a page clarifying a
movement centered on Black lives.58 Only 1,210,000 U.S. adults identify as both Black and
LGBTQ+, out of a total Black population count of just under 47 million Black Americans.5960All
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despite the sheer contrast between the real-world aggregate views of Black Americans on the
LGBTQ+ community that may conflict with the synthesized values of the total demographic.61 If
one were to pull a random Black individual off the street, particularly outside of liberal leaning
urban centers, they may not find LGBTQ+ rights to be a prevailing political interest of theirs.

Analysis and Discussion
Covid-19 served as a major disruptor in political activity – in one sense a breakdown of society,
in another, a catalyst for major paradigm shift. On March 11th, 2020, the World Health
Organization declared Covid-19 a pandemic.62 This led to a shutdown of productive society –
businesses, schools, and other institutions shut down to “flatten the curve”. What was meant to
be a two-week shutdown, extended into what has now been a nearly two-year struggle to reduce
the spread of the original virus and its subsequent mutations.
Both protests were severely hampered by this global event. Not only did it restrict protestor
behavior (to varying extents), but it also enabled government response thought previously
untenable. The architecture of each respective state, as well as the geographic spread of the virus
were major factors in the disparate outcomes of these protests. First, the incidence of the virus
differed between the United States and China/Hong Kong by two months. In January, early
reports of the virus were proliferating in the East – by January major street protests were
effectively shut down by the urgent need to reduce the potential spread of the virus. Whereas in
the United States, the epidemic existed as a rumor up until the declaration made by the WHO in
March of that year. This timeline difference is significant – while the pandemic put a halt to the
ongoing protests in Hong Kong, in the US, the closures would spur on the major BLM
protests/riots starting in the summer of 2020. By the summer, on June 30th 2020, the Chinese
government implemented their National Security Law, limiting the Western civil rights and
liberties afforded to the Hong Kong protesters.63 The authoritarian control of the pandemic
policy transitioned seamlessly to the eventual crackdowns of the summer.
In Hong Kong’s case, individuals organizing in crowds (a minimum of four) were fined up to
HK $5,000 ($650) for violating Covid-19 rules.64
“The pandemic is being used as pretext for cracking down on political demonstration -- I
think that is very obvious,” 65
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These controls on public assembly in times of protest eroded public trust in both the Government
and its institutions. Even measures such as contact tracing were viewed with scrutiny and
subverted by pro-democracy activists, for fear of potential tracking. The implementation of
pandemic response related policy represented the sudden growth of the surveillance state in
Hong Kong. Beijing’s meddling in the previously “laissez-faire” status quo of Hong Kong
eroded public trust in the management of the pandemic – 72% of Hong Kongers surveyed
credited the success of the pandemic response to the community as opposed to policy.66 In this
sense, while political rights were formally suppressed in the summer of 2020, in January they
had already been chipped away at through health ordinances that encroached on the rights
privileged to the public by their own constitution.
In contrast, the United States preserved the right to assembly, potentially to the detriment of the
virus spread. In fact, even the sitting President at the time held several political rallies between
the months of January and February, against early CDC warnings. Under the Trump
administration the narrative behind the pandemic became wildly inconsistent, similarly to the
inconsistent rhetoric by the Carrie Lam lead Hong Kong government.6768 Whether masking was
necessary or not, whether Covid-19 was severe or negligible, neither regime could develop
concrete messaging on the pandemic. What ensued was large scale public distrust in the Trump
administrations response to the pandemic.
The initial Black Lives Matter protests in Minneapolis, as well the killing of George Floyd that
spurred it on, occurred after the lockdowns began, in May. A crisis situation that mandated social
isolation, in the age of social media, produced the perfect conditions for the ideas and demands
of the BLM movement to percolate into public consciousness with new urgency. Distrust in
prevailing institutions, frustration with lockdowns, increased individual consumption of social
media, as well as damage to economic productivity can all be attributed as factors in the sheer
growth of the movement and its demonstrations. The liberal architecture of American policy and
administration ensured that the right to assemble were maintained in spite of public health
measures.
The scope of this essay hardly scratches the surface on the depths of political activity seen
online. The primary intention was to organize the historical, political, and economic background
that facilitates the unique development of grassroots activist movements on the internet.
Secondary to this was to explore how the architecture of government policy (specifically with
regards to internet access) can contribute greatly to activism outcomes, and that much of this, in
the contemporary era, is oriented around the capacities of the internet. This is evident in the
differences between organizing in an authoritarian regime versus a liberal one (Hong Kong and
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BLM, respectively). The final goal of this essay was looking at the inevitable inconsistencies that
arise when transferring internet-facilitated political movements into the material world.
Expanding a movement from an online hashtag to a real political force will always lend itself to
the demands of pluralism.
The historical mechanisms that surround the development of movements such as the democracy
protests in Hong Kong, and the Black Lives Matter movement are rooted in deep domestic
identity crises. The diaspora created by British occupation and the institution of slavery,
respectively, were deterministic factors in the ongoing protests. Now, with a significant portion
of human communication occurring online, the reliance of these new-age protests on the capacity
of the internet was inevitable.
The ability and willingness of the encompassing Chinese state to monopolize violence and
extend its purview over legitimate institutions within Hong Kong determined the manner in
which the Internet was used by protestors. In comparison, without those same restrictions on
speech and assembly, BLM activists were able to organize openly on mainstream applications,
and garner legitimate support within the legislature. Many congressional figures openly support
the goals of the movement.
In terms of their respective outcomes, the Hong Kong protests were squashed by the security
state, whereas the American protests gained popular, or at least legislative and corporate,
legitimacy. On a multifaceted level the Chinese state was able and willing to undermine and
suppress the protests under the guise of national security and unity. Many of the avenues utilized
by BLM activists were unavailable to the Hong Kong democracy activists, and the BLM activists
suffered no real consequence from the state.
In essence, the substantive difference between the treatments/legacies of the Hong Kong and
BLM protests are grounded in the incentives promoted by state and non-state actors within the
domain of each protest. In Hong Kong, the Chinese state was, if nothing else, very firm in its
determination to retard any flames of popular or corporate support for the protests in order to
mitigate their impact as efficiently and completely as possible.
The end result was the effective death of the Hong Kong democracy movement. In the United
States, the state was unwilling or unable to disincentivize popular and corporate support for the
BLM movement. This created a feedback loop whereby growing popular support for the
movement was co-opted by corporate actors. These corporate actors sought to tie their brands to
the movement, subsequently leading to both a dilution of the core message of the protests, and a
growth in the popular support or awareness of the movement. In short, the American case
expressed how the movement could both gain popular/legislative legitimacy, while having that
legitimacy predicated on the dilution of the fundamental issues upon which the movement
originated.
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